<Sang.Man.Sa> Interviewee Casting

- **Channel name:** Studio GOLLA
- **Channel address:** [https://youtube.com/@studiogolla?feature=shared](https://youtube.com/@studiogolla?feature=shared)
- **Introducing the channel:** A YouTube channel founded by members of Sungkyunkwan University’s Media Career Center (Ye Pil-jae). Currently, various genres of content are being produced.
- **Representative contents:** <Sang.Man.Sa>, <MV Reaction>, <Choi.ja.Show>, <Current Scents Shorts> etc.
- **Introduction of <Sang.Man.Sa>:** Short for *People whom Sang-yoon Met*. Talk Show in which Kim Sang-yoon, a member of the channel, meets and interviews people from all walks of life.

- **Purpose of casting:** We would like to invite foreign students as follow-up guests for <Sang.Man.Sa>. Currently, we are interviewing and editing an international Mexican student attending Sungkyunkwan University as a guest for the 2nd episode of <Sang.Man.sa>. We would like to hear various stories about the reason you came to Korea, your experiences in Korea, as well as your own country and life.

- We have a small gift to those who are with us.
- The interview will be conducted in Korean.
- Contact us anytime.
- Contact info.
  - Kakao Talk: thomas112
  - Mail: thomaskim112@gmail.com